7.3 turbo problems

The 7. Other than sharing displacement size, the new Power Stroke had nothing in common with
its predecessor and was instead a completely new design. Additionally, even though the 7. But
in the case of the 7. Once the engine is warm, the valve opens. Because this control valve is
located directly in the exhaust path, it is susceptible to soot buildup which can cause the valve
to stick open or closed. If the valve is stuck open, you may only notice it on cold days when
your truck takes a little longer to warm up. But if the valve is stuck closed, your truck will be
down on power and it will feel like there is an engine brake applied. Excessive back pressure
like this can force the exhaust valves to float open, potentially striking the pistons and letting
the combustion reaction into the exhaust system where it can damage the manifold, turbo, and
other downstream exhaust components. If the Exhaust Back Pressure Valve is clogged with
soot or rusted, you might be able to clean it enough to get it moving freely, but this is usually no
better than a temporary fix. Instead, we recommend purchasing a New Replacement
Turbocharger for 7. Our brand-new units come with the back-pressure valve already installed on
the turbo outlet and are a simple plug-and-play solution for a damaged, rusted, or sticking back
pressure valve. The Exhaust Back Pressure Valve is operated by an oil-filled actuator located in
the turbo pedestal and controlled by the engine control unit. If the engine oil is excessively dirty
or if sludge has built up in the system, it can cause the actuator to stop working. Since this part
is integrated with the pedestal it is not serviceable on its own and must be replaced with the
entire pedestal. If you've replaced the turbo already or if the valve moves freely with the
actuator disconnected, the actuator in the pedestal is probably at fault. If your truck is low on
power, not building boost, and getting poor gas mileage, you may have a problem with the
Exhaust Back Pressure Valve and Actuator. But with BuyAutoParts. If you have any questions
about ordering the correct parts, just give us a call, drop us an email, or use our on-site live
chat feature. View all posts by: BuyAutoParts. Turbo Problems from Exhaust Back Pressure on
7. August 23, This is the perfect website for everyone who wishes to understand this topic. You
realize so much its almost hard to argue with you not that I actually will need toâ€¦HaHa. You
certainly put a fresh spin on a subject which has been discussed for ages. Excellent stuff, just
excellent! Leave a comment Click here to cancel reply. The 7. Outside of being the largest diesel
engine ever put into high-production, consumer-grade trucks, it is also widely considered the
2nd most reliable diesel ever produced. It is no doubt the most reliable Powerstroke ever
produced, coming in behind the 5. Produced from , this monstrous 7. Known to be one of the
most over-built diesel motors ever, there is no wonder Ford ended up producing nearly 2. While
I had to go with 7 problems to signify the 7. The engine block and internals on these engines
were extremely over-built and over-engineered for the trucks power output, making it one of the
most reliable and trustworthy diesels ever produced. While I did list a lot of problems above
with the 7. For the 7. Outside of the list mentioned, you should expect some maintenance as
these trucks get older and pass the k mark. This is an engine problem post, not a suspension
post. Likely has something to do with how massive and heavy the engine is, creating a bit of
extra wear and tear. Bushings, ball joints, tie rods, and all those other fun small but important
suspension components do wear out. Including the steering gear box, which you can read
about here. The CPS on the 7. The PCM uses the CPS signal to then signal the injector driver
module to tell it how much fuel to deliver to which cylinder. The end result is your 7. While has
gone through a number of design revisions over the years, it still remains a common failure
point. Owners have had the most success with the most recently released dark grey and purple
CPS sensor. The fuel filter housing, also commonly referred to as the fuel bowl, is prone to
developing cracks and causing fuel leaks. While the pump itself is made of aluminum, the cap
for it is made of plastic. The pressure of the fuel system combined with the heat from the engine
bay can cause the cap to wear over time or develop cracks that can spew and leak fuel. Poor
quality aftermarket fuel filter caps are most prone to cracking and leaking. While it is somewhat
less common, we have seen cracks in the aluminum housing itself before, but it is rather rare.
Outside of a cracked cap, the o-rings are a common cause of a leaking fuel filter housing as
well. The chemicals in diesel fuel are though to not play well with the coating that Ford uses on
the o-rings and oil seals. The chemicals can create gaps around the o-rings that fuel can then
slip past. The o-rings on the drain valve are known to crack in colder weather, causing leaks. A
third potential cause is tightening the fuel cap too tightly which distorts the o-ring and causes a
slow drip from the cap. Helpful 7. The turbo up-pipes are a part of the 7. The factory pipes have
what are called crush donut gaskets to connect the pipe to the manifold and turbo. As exhaust
gasses continually flow through, the piping expands and contracts. Over time, this expansion
and contraction leads to the crush gaskets deteriorating and beginning to leak. Due to the
likelihood of the OEM up-pipes leaking, most folks will opt for upgraded up-pipes once their
OEM set fails. Upgraded piping will have stronger gaskets, preventing leaking. Additionally,
upgrading this part can help increase the exhaust sound and deep tones of the exhaust system.

This upgrade kit from XDP is a great option for those looking to replace their pipes without
adding too much additional exhaust noise at a great price point. While two separate problems,
bent push rods and failed valve springs tend to go hand in hand. Valve springs are responsible
for making sure the valvetrain open and closes smoothly and making sure the lifter remains in
contact with the camshaft. You will likely hear some noises from the engine, get a low
compression test in a cylinder, or cause some more serious engine damage. If the spring
breaks rather than simply floating, it can send the valve into the cylinder which will damage the
piston, cylinder head, and other internal engine components. Push rods commonly fail due to a
weak cylinder, which can be caused by valve spring issues. Additionally, stuck lifters, poor
engine timing, and rocker arms that are too tight can also cause this issue. Engines running
above stock horsepower will put extra stress on the push rods and valve springs which can
cause them to bend. If you are running aggressive power and increased fueling, it is
recommended to upgrade to performance springs and rods capable of handling the additional
power. The back pressure valve is controlled by an actuator which also sits attached to the
turbo. The function of the exhaust back-pressure valve is to decrease the amount of time the
engine takes to get to normal operating temperature. A third part of the system is an EBPV
solenoid or regulator which controls the flow of oil to the actuator. When the engine is cold, the
actuator will cause the valve to close, which creates backpressure as if the engine were under
load. The backpressure creates a buildup of hot exhaust air within the engine which effectively
warms the engine up faster. In cold weather, the actuator is known to force the valve to open
and stick-open. Additionally, the system commonly leaks oil which requires a rebuild of the
entire EBPV system. Due to the commonality of oil leaks and actuator failure, and the expense
associated with repairing the two, deleting the EBPV is a common option. Without getting into
the technical weeds, the UVCH is a critical component of the 7. For the injectors to fire, they
need a bit more power than the batteries themselves can provide. The IDM receives the signal or
voltage from the ECM to fire the injectors, and then outputs a voltage high enough for the
injectors. The under valve cover harness, as it suggests, sits under the valve cover. Given the
heat within the valve cover, and the constant shaking of the engine, the connector wires can
either melt or rub against the valves and break. In turn, this provides oil pressure to the fuel
injectors, ensuring the engine gets the accurate amounts of fuel necessary to operate. Rather
than a traditional high pressure fuel pump, the 7. As your 7. A failed IPR will result in the engine
either getting too much or too little fuel which can lead to a multitude of problems.
Turbocharger Up-Pipe Leaks The turbo up-pipes are a part of the 7. Symptoms of Leaking 7.
Benefits of 7. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Recent The 3 Most Common Ford 3. Search Search
the site The legendary 7. However there are several common problems that can develop over
time. Generally speaking these can all be resolved relatively easily. Listed below are 9 common
problems of the 7. We then dive into each of the common faults on the 7. Below we dive into
each of these 7. They are great engines, however problems can and do occur. Fortunately, most
issues with the 7. These can stick, seals get damaged, have the sensor go bad or the wires get
damaged. Check for damaged wiring, moisture or water intrusion. Be sure to check your
specific IDM part number as it is engine specific. A faulty 7. This may make it not start until it
sits or is reset on the batteries. There is an easy way to make sure yours is good. If it does your
7. If not then you should replace it. Cam position sensors may be the most common problem on
the 7. Keep a spare in your glove box. Clogged fuel filter. Replace fuel filter. Lift pump failure ,
this will definitely cause a no start. One way to rule this out is to check the fuel bowl for fuel
before and while cranking. If no fuel is in the fuel bowl, fill the bowl up with clean fuel and if it
starts replace the pump. Overheating is a general issue the 7. This could be related to the
radiator, thermostat, water pump, cooling fan or bad coolant. Signs of overheating should be
easy to pick up on. Look for the basics like any visible coolant leaks from the 7. The main
issues are often the thermostat or water pump, part number F81ZFA. Both are fairly easy to
replace. Injector control pressure ICP sensor. Causes the engine to run, but cut in and out and
really roughly throttle. You can verify better running by unplugging the ICP sensor, temporarily,
to see if the issue goes away. If oil has permeated the wires, It is recommend to replace the ICP
sensor pigtail as well. Fuel heater. Disconnect the fuel heater, replace fuse, re-try start. Always
carry spare fuses, including maxi fuses, in the glove box. Overall, the 7. Ford 7. As such, most
potential failures are fair game given the age and mileage. Nonetheless, the 7. Maintain the
engine well and it will reward you with a great overall experience. However, the 7. This is
especially true considering 7. Fortunately, the vast majority of 7. This may help you from
becoming stranded. Anyways, many 7. Have F Power Stroke. Shop is not able to get a reading
from the computer, no power. Fuse replaced still no reading. Engine turns over but will not
start. Wait engine light does not light up. Batteries charged to make sure there was enough
power. Any ideas would be a great help. Hi certificated mechanic here and a 90s 7. Do you have

white smoke from the tail pipe while cranking? On the opposite side inside the fuel bowl a small
hole. If there is nothing in it and you have fuel pressure check the hpop if no fuel pressure
check the fuel pump behind the fuel bowl. Hi Once warm you can smell it but; not see it unless
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you dump the throttle in a hi performance mode. Used mostly for towing horse trailers, no
more then 18K combined weight usually. We have one live in that when loaded may be closer to
10k by itself. It seems to have some clatter like valve lash or something in the top end. I was told
to check for low compression? Are there any better tunes out there for this vehicle? New
batterys celluloid took strter had checkd out good replaced back in. No start. Thank you so
much for the information. I check rear brakes they were find. Have you guys had something
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